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chat from
the chair

would be running the kitchen. Indeed, we
achieved one of our best kitchen profits for
a very long time! Those profits go towards
paying the hall costs and we achieved two
months’ worth in February.
We have our AGM coming up in April (date
to be finalised) where you will have the
opportunity to question the committee on
any matter relevant to the club.

By Chairman Ken

However, if you want to raise a question
please send it in about a week prior so
that we can answer with a considered
response rather than an “off the cuff”
one. We will also be asking you to vote
in the new committee and Chairman. I
am aware that some of the committee
members have been in post longer than
me and would also like to retire. However,
to date, despite appeals for volunteers, no
one has stepped forward. It is essential
that committee membership is rotated to
ensure that fresh ideas can be generated
thereby keeping the club relevant to
members and to the biking community
that we aim to assist. Those roles are:
Club Secretary, Club Treasurer and Social
Secretary.

Hello Everyone.
This will be my last “Chat”. Some of you
will probably say “thank goodness for
that” (or something similar!). I am retiring
from the Club’s Chairmanship at the end
of March, but I know that it will remain in
good hands thereafter!

Trevor Scrase has agreed to continue as
our President. He brings a lot of wisdom
and knowledge to the club and I personally
would wish him to stay as President for as
long as he feels able to do so.

I have had an enjoyable and at times
“interesting” five years, but it is time for
a change and the injection of new ideas.
Your committee have done a fantastic
job of keeping the club going especially
over the last two years and we are at last
getting back to normal (whatever that is!).
The recommencement of our Sunday
Open Days has gone well and the last
one in February was pretty exceptional
given the potential inclement weather.
It was probably helped by knowing our
President Trevor and his wife Carole

You will hopefully have noticed that
there have been quite a few changes
to the Highway Code – these came into
force from January 31 2022. The major
change is the introduction of a hierarchical
structure of road users. Pedestrians, horse
riders, pedal cyclists. motor cyclists, cars
and commercial vehicles of various sizes
currently use the roads, all have differing
levels of risk attached to their use.
2
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From now the least vulnerable will have
to look out for the most vulnerable and
give them time and space to go about
their business on the roads. There are
specific instructions in how to achieve
that and some have caused controversy.
I believe the IAM is broadly supportive of
the changes but, as they say, the devil is
in the detail!

I recently received the Spring edition of
RoadSmart and I must say that the articles
are getting more interesting although I
also noted that bike specific articles of any
substance (apart from mental health) were
notable by their absence. I think we need
to complain, and I personally will be doing
so and hope some of you will at least also
do the same.

There are a number of areas which
will have to be further developed – for
instance, one that has been highlighted
recently is that of visually impaired
pedestrians with a guide dog. A guide dog
is trained to stay still until there are no
vehicles nearby, so what would happen
if such a person were waiting to cross
a minor road at a junction with a major
road and you were indicating left? Would
you stop and hold up the traffic and wait
until the dog was absolutely sure that all
was clear? What if the person behind
you assumed you’d parked and therefore
overtook and turned left themselves?
What if there was a large truck behind you
preventing you stopping without putting
yourself at risk?

Anyway, there was an interesting article
about Intelligent Speed Assistance (IAS).
This is initially concentrating on cars, but
I am concerned that it may be applied to
motorcycles. Motorcycles are inherently
less stable on two wheels than cars etc
on four and therefore to take any control
away from the rider is inherently more
risky. Although I understand that BMW
have developed a riderless motorcycle by
using very sophisticated IMU’s/gyros, this
will probably, eventually, only be available
to the very well off. Anyway, it takes away
the very reason that we ride bikes – the
sheer enjoyment of the ability and skill it
takes to ride a bike properly!

The last scenario was put to me by a
member writing an opinion piece for this
magazine which unfortunately there was
no space for this time around. As always,
we must exercise caution and apply
intelligence in any given situation.
The Highway Code is currently not legally
enforceable and therefore failure to
observe it does not automatically lead to
prosecution. However, in the case of an
accident, failure to observe the Code could
be very persuasive in allocation of blame.
I recommend you all, as advanced riders,
to read the latest edition of the Highway
Code so at least you will be informed of
the advice therein.

Thank you to everyone who has made my
tenure as your Chairman so enjoyable,
for supporting me and my various whims
and of course for pulling me up when I go
down a path which I shouldn’t. I have been
blessed with a fantastic Committee whom
I exhort you to continue to support. My
proposed successor as Chairman, Pete
Higgins, will continue the development of
our club to attract new members and fulfil
the needs of existing members. Please
support him in any way you can.

That’s enough ranting!

Signing off
Ken
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club events –
upcoming events –
		 save the date
April 10th – Open Sunday
April 24th – Brekkie Run
April 28th – AGM
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test passes
Congratulations to our successful Associate!
MEMBER		PASS		OBSERVER		EXAMINER
Peter Collins		

Peter Collins with
Observer Sally Glocking

Pass		

Sally Glocking		

David Powell with
Observer Robert Morris

Katrina Lowe

Dan Hawes with
Observer Andy Harding

our new
members
Welcome to our new members:
Member:					Membership level:
Steve Ayres 					Associate member
Rory Hopkins					Associate member
Nicholas Stevens			
Associate member
On behalf of the membership, we would
like to welcome you as members of ESAM.
You are invited to all our events that
includes ride-outs and the many club social
functions.

Any questions or issues please don’t
hesitate to contact any committee member
(see Committee Page for contact details).
ESAM Committee

Please note that to join the ride-outs you must be either a full or associate
member of ESAM, the IAM bike section or another IAM group.
6
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tales from the tipi
by Chief Observer Steve Collins
With things
getting back
to normal, the
team and I
have resumed
our meetings.
Back in January
we discussed
some feedback
from a meeting
I had with
Katrina Lowe
who is one of our examiners. I also broke
the news to the Local Observers that I
would be doing all their quality assurance
assessments from April this year. This
tied in nicely with our updated classroom
session for our trainee observers, as
the team were keen to sit in and get a
refresher regards current IAM policy. I
must the thank the vicar (Erik Starkie) for
his work on the PowerPoint and I also
asked Erik to preach I mean host the
classroom session being held on 19th
February.

However, this isn’t far from the truth!
Think about it, there are 307 rules in
the Highway Code, when I pre-test or
train I concentrate on two of them that
motorcyclists are likely to unwittingly
infringe. Do they know them, do they
struggle to remember just two? Yep.
So, when you are riding/driving do you
approach a hazard with other road users
and anticipate they will know the 307 rules
so they will respond appropriately? Of
course you don’t (I hope). How many don’t
know how to indicate at a roundabout,
left indicator for straight on, don’t indicate
when turning right but will use one to
exit! You are I trust using effective OAP
to negotiate the hazard safely based on
assuming they know nothing and could
do the unexpected. So for me these rule
changes make no difference, I will look
see what’s going, does that pedestrian
know the change, is there a car bearing
down on me etc. etc. but most importantly;
It all depends…. Do what you consider
to be appropriate, remember the rules
say “you should” we as advanced riders
should be able to take these new rules
on board and create a safe and legal
ride plan taking all road users into
consideration.

I was also asked to write something
regarding the Highway Code update, I
wasn’t sure what I could add, the IAM
have said their bit and we have all seen
the uproar on social media. I think it was
Grant M who said “probably thought up by
those who thought smart motorways are a
good idea”

With spring on the way, I am already
talking of touring plans, a mention of doing
the 4 corner challenge in 72 hours and if
France relax their Covid rules we may get
there, 3rd time lucky.

This got me thinking, what if one of my
observers came to me and said what
do we do? My usual retort is that from
my experience most don’t know the old
Highway Code so I wouldn’t worry about
any new changes.

Keep it sparkly
Steve.
7
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Let’s ride Scotland
By Richard White
that we are her target! Lots of hand
waving and shouting obscenities as
we filter pass, no idea why! Leaving
her behind, we then detour as an
accident has closed the road ahead,
Driffield, not on our planned route was,
let’s say, interesting with cattle and
sheep roaming all over the road and
a massive queue of traffic due to the
diversion.
Once back on route and passing
through Wetwang, hehe, we head to
Malton taking back roads to Helmsley,
on the moors the mist and rain slowly
get worse, so seeing a pub at Chop
gate with vacancies is most welcome.
We agree to stop, getting reasonably
priced rooms and a good evening meal
+ brekkie to boot.

Back in September 2020 Myself, Peter
Higgins, Steve Collins, and Peter
Horscroft decided to take advantage of
a relaxation in the Covid rules and do
a tour.
We had all been going crazy with
furlough, working from home, or just
general crap which had not allowed us
to be out and about as much as any of
us would like.

The following morning, we leave
Chop gate, taking a left into a narrow
lane, after a couple of miles we find
ourselves on a ridge with wonderful
views all the way to Middlesborough.
Onward to Brompton as fuel is needed,
I’m running on air lol.

Late in September, we gathered early
doors at the good old Boship services.
A quick blat around the M25 avoiding
some of the commuter traffic, then
onto the A10, A1, A15 to Sleaford.
Horncastle next where a good lunch
was consumed at the local garden
centre.

All filled up, Steve seems a bit
sheepish, then he tells us he’s mislaid
his debit card, oh dear! After a call or
two, it turns out that the card is safe
and well at Chop gate! Well, it was
a scenic route, so we all do it again,
never mind, all a part of the fun.
Once back on route we pass the now
infamous Barnard castle, heading
over the Pennines at Allendale town
(3 houses) to Haltwhistle, riding east
parallel with Hadrians wall, turning
north to Bellingham, another fuel stop

Next up the B1125, which crosses the
Lincolnshire Wolds before re-joining the
A15 just before the Humber bridge.
Once over the Humber we head to
Beverly, encountering road rage from a
woman in a car, she makes it obvious
9
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of empty roads, no hedges just
heathlands, lochs, and mountains,
totally recommend you try it if not
already done. Tongue has fuel, card
payment only at unmanned pump, we
all topped up here ready to travel down
the west coast on the NC500.

before riding through the Keilder forest
to Saughtree then Eskdale into the
Borders.
I really enjoyed this part of the ride, lots
of open countryside, narrow lanes and
little traffic.

Every corner reveals a new panorama,
beautiful views of the coast, lochs and
islands, the ever-present camper vans
provide overtake opportunities but no
point in going too fast as there is so
much to see. Eventually arriving
in Ullapool, we pause for refreshments
and chat about the great day’s ride
before riding back to Beauly via flowing
bends and sparse traffic. Another
wet day looms, Haggis for brekkie,
well for me, no one else wanted to
partake. Bikes loaded up and a quick
chat with 6 other bikers who are off to
Skye, we all leave around the same
time towards Garve running into ever
heavier showers, arriving in Sheildaig
in a downpour, a pretty spot where
the coffee was good. After leaving for
Applecross the showers got lighter
and less frequent with the orb in the
sky appearing more often. Applecross
pass is stunning, we picked the best
route for views especially over Loch
Kishorn. Riding on around Loch Carran
to A87 passing Eilean Donan Castle,
then Invergarry to Loch Ness and back
to Fort William, stopping in a shopping
area to look for a place to stay
overnight. Huddled around a mobile,
Steve gets accosted by a shopper
talking about bikes, asks where we are
from, Hailsham says Steve, shopper
says, my brother lives there. Couldn’t
make it up lol.

A late lunch was had at the Gordan
Arms, outside sitting in the sun,
watching the local Sunday bikers whizz
past. After more lanes my SatNav
went Pete Tong and the M9 appeared,
passing the Kelpies we stopped for the
night in a Premier Inn at Letham on
the outskirts of Falkirk. Pete Higgins
had mentioned the Wheel at Falkirk
for a visit, so that was decided for next
morning.
Waking to the sound of heavy rain I got
ready, after brekkie we went to Falkirk
through truly monsoon conditions, took
photos of the wheel, turned around and
went north. Reaching the Firth of Forth
the cloud started to break and the rain
eased off, reaching Cupar we thought
a cuppa appropriate before going to St
Andrews.
Turning back at St Andrews the road
led us over the river Tay and into
Dundee. The countryside became more
rugged the further north we rode, and
camper vans more prolific! Through
Braemar, Cockbridge, Grantown-onSpey onwards to Inverness where we
started to look for tonight’s digs, finding
a hotel in Beauly centre just to the
north seemed to fit the bill nicely.
NC500 -well some of it.
Round robin today, joining A836 at
Bonar Bridge and riding to Tongue.
What a great ride, mile after mile

Oban is decided upon for the night, the
10
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- superb roads including Butternut
pass, Hawes, Ribblehead viaduct,
Askrigg where Steve told us, some
of All Creatures Great and Small was
filmed. Afternoon was spent in traffic
to Huddersfield and our hotel for the
night.

place booked is basic, we managed
to survive the food without a visit
to hospital. The town is okay, a bit
run down, like many seaside areas
throughout the UK.
Next day A816 south, a cracking,
technical roller coaster of blacktop,
Woohoo. We then join the A82 past
Loch Lomond, heading for the Erskine
bridge over the Clyde. After stopping to
fuel up, a zigzag route south goes
via Castle Douglas, Dumfries, then
Gretna, into England. Carlisle then
A6 to Penrith where we hope to stay
overnight. Everywhere we try is booked
up so eventually we find a place in
Alston, the ride there is brilliant over
Hartside pass, joy turns to horror as
we enter the empty old pub/b&b, an
overpriced dump that was in dire need
of renovation, only redeeming factor,
brekkie was edible.

Last day, we popped to Sid’s café
of Last of the Summer Wine fame, it
wasn’t open, we had brekkie in the pub
opposite instead. Afterwards a ride via
Derwent valley to Bakewell which was
overrun with tarts and puddings.
Then Melton Mobray (pie city) and
home.
About 2,300 miles in 7 days, Steve has
the exact mileage somewhere.
Best bits for me; Applecross Pass,
western part of NC500, I was
pleasantly surprised at how good the
riding was in Scotland, North Yorks and
Northumberland.

Penultimate day
A sunny morning awaits outside, today
is North Pennines + Yorkshire dales

Ciao
Richard
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esam club
events

it’s been over 2 years since having a
pillion. So now we had two burly chaps
on a Pan weighing close to half a ton!
Add to this my pillion is both a retired
Class 1 and a retired examiner the
pressure was on.

December Brekkie Run
by Steve Collins

Trevor had offered to come to me but
I suggested I come over and collect
him from Bexhill so I could acclimatise
en route to the Boship. I felt it was a
better option as setting off on my back
wheel with the group may have been
a bit intimidating. We assembled in
our usual place in the Boship service
station, the ride over was steady, my
pillion was pretty good, so quite happy.
The usual crew assembled and then
an unfamiliar lady on a XR1000 came
in, no it wasn’t, oh yes it was, to add
to the pressure Katrina Lowe our latest
examiner to join our area had decided
to come along, so now I had two class
1 examiners watching me.
I had done a route on my Calimoto
satnav previously and the destination
was going to be the Chalet in Cowfold,
the route was 49 miles there going
through some nice lanes up towards
Ardingly around the top of the reservoir
and down towards Handcross then the
chalet.

I was asked if I could lead the
December Club ride, I’d also heard
the Trevor Scrase wanted to get out
on a bike, so somehow, I put 2 and 2
together and got myself a pillion for it.
Things didn’t get off to good start,
with freezing overnight temperatures
forecast I took the decision to postpone
the ride for a week. The following
Sunday we had pouring rain instead!
The joys of winter riding.

BUT I decided to change the route
early on and skipped a few way points,
those that use Calimoto will know
it’s not to keen on missing them out,
sometimes it will eventually skip but
when I was near Handcross, having
been riding an hour with 66 miles to the
destination I knew all was not well. So,
in true Richard White fashion (I didn’t
do any housing estate tours) I had to
stop to swear at the satnav and restart

Now I like a riding challenge and I used
to have a regular pillion, but they found
it safer to get their own bike! It had
been a while; Mrs C is pretty light, and
12
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January Brekkie Run

it. We arrived at the chalet shortly after
and not too far off route, which the
group seemed to enjoy.

by Malcolm Scrase

We all ordered our hearty salads and
Trevor very kindly stood the bill, who
says coppers are tight?
The return was less exciting, Calimoto
behaved, I had a more direct route
of 30 miles, taking in Hurstpierpoint,
Pyecombe, Westmeston over towards
Lewes and then the Boship. The Pan
never ceases to amaze, they are big,
they are heavy but even two up we
could still pop those overtakes off. I
recall one, 3 cars with a XR1000 in
close pursuit.
I then returned Trevor home,
unscathed, he was keen to repeat but
suggested perhaps when the weather’s
a bit better, any time Trevor just say, it
was a pleasure.
It was particularly flattering to be asked
for my routes as Martin had enjoyed it
so much, he wanted to do it again.
Steve C

Weather reports were not too
favourable, but on the day the weather
was dry, frost free and roads covered
with a bike rotting salt layer.
Nine Members joined the ride, and
following a phone call to reserve
tables, we set off along the A271 to
Hurstmonceux. Across the marshes to
Pevensey Roundabout and a decision
made to opt out part of my route
(Normans Bay / Cooden) and go left
onto A259. Left onto lanes to Hooe
and Ninfield. Through Catsfield, Battle,
Marley Lane to the A21. Back lanes to
Westfield, past Doleham station and
finally to join the A259 at Guestling
Thorn. Then A259 through to Rye and
finally BERYL’s Café just east of Rye at
East Guldford. I haven’t been to Beryl’s
for a couple of years (due to the limited
13
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seating capacity) but pleased to report
the welcome was still friendly and food
excellent.

Staplehurst. Then Cripps Corner,
John’s Cross Brightling, Woods Corner,
Ruslake Green and finally back to
Boship.

For our return we went north on the
A268 to Northiam and through back
lanes to Ewhurst Green (a quaint
‘chocolate box’ hamlet/village) to

Once again, many thanks to Ian Arnold
for volunteering a Tail-End Charlie
(TEC).
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from the
pulpit

and buy a fast two wheeled machine.
With no cameras, few police and little
traffic, for those slightly mad or foolish,
a dash round the M25 was the fad of
the day, just to see if you could make
the 110 miles in under an hour! In 1992,
for just over seven grand you could
buy a CBR900RR off the shelf, take it
out for a spin and wrap it and yourself
around a two-hundred-year oak tree
within minutes if you were inclined
to whack open the throttle a little too
enthusiastically. At the time the bike was
a sort of revolution, and it wasn’t until
the late 90s that other manufacturers
caught up. Yamaha didn’t bring out the
R1 until 1998.

The very Reverend Erik Sparkles

It was a beautiful, fine day in May at the
monthly club meet and the car park at
Ripley Hall was packed with over two
hundred bikes. I completed one ride
and when I returned, I was asked to
take out another potential associate. I
was introduced to Russell. An attentiongrabbing character dressed in white
leather babygrows complete with the
gung-ho badge of honour - a great
scrape down the left side of his leathers.

A Tale of the Expected?
“The prudent see danger and take
refuge, but the simple keep going and
pay the penalty.”
Proverbs (Ch27 v12)
As an observer I have met many
different flavours of riders, some brilliant,
some not so good, some exciting, some
dull, some challenging, some still asleep.
I’ll tell you about one here.

I was a bit apprehensive since I was still
a novice at this game, and I was of the
distinct impression Russell didn’t really
want to be at the club and wasn’t that
interested in the advanced riding course.
He gave me a disparaging look. His first
words to me were “OK let’s get on with
this advanced riding” and expected to
immediately go out for a ride. I thought a
chat first would be a good start.

I was with the Wey Valley AM group at
the time and had just passed my Senior
Observer assessment, which is a tale in
itself, but perhaps some of that later. The
club only conducted observed rides on
club Sundays, but special arrangements
could be made between observers and
associates outside the club meetings.

It transpired that he had bought
a Fireblade – something to do at
weekends - and almost immediately
chucked it down the road after racing

It was the 90s and it was the fashion
for those who had made a few bob
during the ‘Greed is Good’ 80s to go out
15
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fairly rapidly over Ranmore Common
towards Dorking. He disappeared
from my mirrors several times, but we
eventually stopped at Ryka’s for coffee.
Reluctantly he accepted my premis that
making progress did not entirely depend
on revving the guts out of his ‘Blade.
We continued our ride at a tad more
sedentary speed than the first part.

around with some mates. In the process
he had acquired six points on his
licence. His wife had threatened to
leave him if he didn’t get rid of the bike.
Promising to do some extra training
was a compromise. Thus, he turned up
at the Wey Valley’s club Sunday. Later,
I met Mrs Russell dressed in jodhpurs
and Barbour jacket in their kitchen
– being a biker I was only allowed in
the back door. She was the complete
peroxide blonde, her fingers adorned
with diamond encrusted gold barnacles.
I wondered as to how she would put on
her riding gloves. I guess Russell was
wetting himself over the thought she
might leave him since the house and all
his toys would suddenly disappear in the
divorce settlement. So here he was.

I met Russell again outside the club
meeting at his house in Oxshott. If you
don’t know Oxshott, you’d probably
need a million to purchase a garden
shed today. Surrounded by manicured
gardens it was a large place set well
back from the road with the standard
electric gates and long driveway to the
house where his wife’s Range Rover
was parked.

Russell worked in the City for one of
the big banks. He was one of those
who had made a fortune in the 80s and
made even more money during the 90s
in spite of the downturn in 1992. After
a pre-brief we were off. I soon found
out why Russell had totalled his first
Fireblade. A throttle and brake merchant.
I had guessed that keeping to speed
limits might be a challenge. Straight
road - unbelievably silly speeds. See a
corner and it was anchors on and then
try to chuck the bike around the bend.
Positioning, forget it. I won’t admit to
the speed at which I overtook him, but
we stopped at the petrol station in East
Horsley. Russell’s idea of advanced
riding was to go as fast as possible
without getting caught.

Around the side, a large barn-like
garage housed Russell’s other toys. An
Alfa Romeo, probably from the 1930s,
sat forlorn and neglected in the corner,
an abandoned restoration project that
according to Mrs Russell had lasted
for about six months. Behind the car
was the remains of Russell’s original
Fireblade; in an interesting and unusual
banana shape. A yellow Ferrari 355
Spider sat on the other side of the
garage alongside a black Mercedes
saloon.
That was the last time I rode out with
Russell and apparently, although he
completed a number of rides with
other observers, he didn’t take the IAM
advanced riding assessment. I wasn’t
entirely surprised.

After another chat about speed limits,
positioning and general awareness of
other road users I told Russell to follow
me. I’m not going to boast I stuck to the
national speed limit, but we progressed

About a year later I met Russell again
at Fairoaks airfield. Yes, you guessed it.
His latest enterprise was flying. I spoke
16
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to him about motorbikes. He had passed
that phase and had moved on. Mrs
Russell was still enjoying her riding even
if her husband had given up. I expect
she was pleased but I pondered how
she felt about him flying. He still had
the Alfa and the Ferrari and was now
contemplating the purchase of a light
aircraft.
“Whoever loves money never has
enough; whoever loves wealth is never
satisfied with their income.
Ecclesiastes (Ch5 v10)
The Vicar February 2022
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the mcn London
motorcycle show
was fully represented from electric to the
1800cc twin Bobber.

By Nigel Jarvis

From Suzuki the GSX-s1000GT looked
a great sports tourer, comfortable and
well equipped for £11k.
In fact, most manufacturers were
claiming new models for 2022.
In the arena there was racing on small
capacity machines by top riders including
John McGuiness, Peter Hickman, Charlie
Nesbitt and Tom Neave.
The stands on the periphery of the show
were occupied by clothing retailers,
many offering special show prices.
There were tool retailers, adventure
holiday companies, security products
and in the classic zone, Silverstone
Auctions had in excess of 120 iconic
bikes which were to be auctioned at the
show on Saturday. An unmissable tribute
section to Valentino Rossi with many of
his winning bikes being on display. Also
on display was the new BSA Gold Star
650 single, UK built and expected in
dealerships this spring.

We decided to, once again, have a
grand day out at the London Excel
Centre to view the latest offerings
from most of the current motorcycle
manufacturers. You may say same old,
same old, but this year there were plenty
of new models to throw a leg over.
As an Adventure bike rider, I was drawn
to Triumph’s 1200 Explorer (of which
I have owned 2), it has been on a diet
and lost 25kgs. Now with a double-sided
swinging arm and a T-plane crankshaft.
Capacity is slightly down to 1160 but
produces a whopping 150 bhp. Also new
this year is the Tiger Sport 660 triple, a
half faired Street Triple, it's half the price
of the Explorer and much lighter, maybe
one for my future.

Parking is easy whether travelling by
car or free bike parking within the Excel
building. There were plenty of food and
drink vendors and seating with mates
to discuss the finds and purchases of
the day, not a bad way of spending a
winter’s day out.

BMW had the largest stand and its bikes
had the largest price tags. The range

Nigel Jarvis
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Airbag Jackets and Vests
• you
reset yourself
• 4 year guarantee
• Try before you buy
• Free UK shipping
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Special Oﬀers at www.lovelifeandride.com/ESAM

lovelifeandride.com
email info@lovelifeandride.com
call 0118 328 0338
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RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP TO THE

EAST SUSSEX ADVANCED MOTORCYCLISTS (ESAM)

1st April 2022 – 31 st March 2023

Your Contact Details
Title and Name:……………………………………………………………………………………
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………

Post Code:……………………..

Email Address:………………………………………..
Phone Number: …………………
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Subs:
Full £25
Associate £30
Social £15 IAM not required

Donation to Group funds if any £_____ Total Remittance

£________

Return your completed form and cheque, made payable to
"East Sussex Advanced Motorcyclists," OR by transferring the money electronically using your NAME as
reference, to NatWest sort code 60-10-15, account name East Sussex Advanced Motorcyclists, account
number 62139460
BACS

CHEQUE

CASH

Reference used for Bacs:…………………………………….

-------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- --------- --------- --.

Required for ESAM Membership: It is your responsibility to also keep your IAM Membership up to date
I.A.M. Number :………………………………….. IAM Expiry date: ………………………………
-------------------------------------------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ----

The Observer ESAM's magazine:

Please tick to specify how you would like to receive Observer: Paper copy: Posted

Digital copy

GIFT AID:
If you are a UK Taxpayer and would like to help the Group claim additional income from the Inland Revenue, please
complete this Gift Aid Declaration.
Please treat as Gift aid donations all qualifying gifts of money made: Today

In the past 4 years

I confirm that I pay income tax on any form of income, &/or am taxed on capital gains. YES

in the future
NO

NAME:…………………………………….SIGNATURE………… ……… ……… ……… ……… ……… …..

Completed forms must be returned to:
Email: to esammembership@gmail.com
By post to: Membership secretary, 168 The Diplocks, Hailsham, BN27 3JZ.
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Attention!
Your club needs you!
ESAM Membership Renewals are
due on or before 1st April 2022

Hello everyone,
Your continued support is highly valued as without
it there would be no ESAM and no mentoring
of Associates, which is the main reason for our
existence.
Please renew ASAP to save me having to chase with
letters which are costly for the club, also note that
you may be excluded from Sunday rides, Facebook
ESAM group etc until you renew.
If you do not wish to renew, please let me know asap
at esammembership@gmail.com as it will save the
club on postage etc.
Payment by BACS is now preferred, see renewal
form re details. I still require the completed form; you
are welcome to send it by email as a photo or PDF.
You may have noticed that we are still using Plastic
cards for membership.
Our current suppliers www.theplasticcardpeople.co.uk
pledge to plant a clump of trees with every order. At
present greener alternatives are either too expensive
or we would have to order 5 times more than required
for the wood-based cards.
Ride safe.
Richard White
Membership secretary
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J&S UCKFIELD
C O M E A N D S E E U S T O D AY

STORE OPENING TIMES
Mon-Fri: 9:00 - 18.00
Sat: 9.00 - 17.30
Sun: 10.30 - 16.00
Open Bank Holidays
check with store for details.
10% discount to ESAM members on presentation of membership card
J&S Accessories, Unit 6, Bell Lane, Uckfield, East Sussex TN22 1QL
TEL: 01825 729622

EMAIL: uckfield@jsaccessories.net
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your committee
President

Trevor
Scrase

Contact via Committee Members

Chairman

Ken
Brooks

esamchairman@gmail.com

Vice Chairman

Pete
Higgins

Group
Secretary

Nigel
Jarvis

Treasurer

Paul
Roberts

Membership
Secretary

Richard
White

Merchandise

Duncan
Allen

Chief
Observer

Steve
Collins

Events organiser &
Wots On

Alison
Jarvis

Group Data
Manager

Ken
Brooks

Social Media
Editor

Alex
Rickman

esamfinance@gmail.com
esammembership@gmail.com

esamchiefobserver@gmail.com

esamchairman@gmail.com

social.media.esam@gmail.com
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non committee
Ride-out
Co-ordinator

Malcolm
Scrase

Magazine
Editor

Leonie
Dawson

Training & Observer
Allocation

Ray
Bridgman

Spiritual Guidance /
Website Coordinator

Erik
Starkie

Slow Riding
Coordinator

Chris
O'Connor

esam.editor@gmail.com

your observers
National Observer

Paul Cornwell

Local Observer

Lance Douglas
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Local Observer

Sally Glockling

Local Observer

Andy Harding

National Observer

Pete Higgins

Local Observer

Peter Lambert-Gorwyn

National Observer/
Local Assessor

Mog Moggridge

Local Observer

Robert Morris

Local Observer

John Pedder

National Observer/
Local Assessor

Graham Pegley

Local Observer

Alex Rickman

National Observer

Mick Shirt

Local Observer

Michael
Keeler

Local Observer

Alan
Buckmaster

Local Observer

Geoffrey
Curtis
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ELDRIDGES
BEAULIEU FARM, 740 THE RIDGE
(Near the Conquest Hospital)

Wide range of Feeds in stock for
HORSES – CATTLE – SHEEP – PIGS
GOATS – POULTRY – RABBITS – DOGS
also
HAY – STRAW – WOOD SHAVINGS
Local deliveries arranged
GOOD PARKING AT FARM

Telephone 01424 755300

Printers of

Burnt Barns Farm, Frickley Lane, Battle, TN33 9LZ

01424 893311
info@ricochetsigns.co.uk

www.ricochetsigns.co.uk
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Flatbed printing
Large format print
Mounted graphics
Exhibition graphics
Portable stands
Vehicle livery
Window graphics
Magnetics
Signage
Drum scanning
Giclée prints
Canvases
Banners
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club events

club sunday kitchen rota
The Club Sunday is our monthly daytime meeting. We adhere to the
government guidelines as they develop and welcome new and longstanding members for a social meet-up.
Crucial to the atmosphere of Club Sunday is the refreshment provision and we are
dependent on you to join in, roll up sleeves, don a pinny and help out in the kitchen.
Greeting friends and making new acquaintances, taking orders, hearing the gossip,
learning about upcoming events, group holidays, washing up, it all happens at the kitchen.
And we need a monthly spatula mechanic to do the cooking.
Please check the rota below and let Ken know if you are willing to fill a space – it’s fun!
Contact: Ken Brooks, 07971889864 or email:esamchairman@gmail.com
Date

Name

Name

Name

April

Chris Andrew

Geoff Curtiss

May

Chris O'Connor

Terence Brady

Trish O'Connor

June

Ian Arnold

Colin Marsh

Michael Langridge

July

Howard Wareham

August

Mark Exley

September

Roy Springall

January
February
March

Dave Bartter

Andy Harding

October
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esam merchandise

all available from Reid Hall on club event days

Yellow Waistcoat + Oval Badge.................................................................... £22.50
Yellow Waistcoat XXXL + Oval Badge...........................................................£24.50
Yellow Waistcoat XXXXL + Oval Badge....................................................... £26.50
Richa Hi Viz................................................................................................. £28.00
Fleece.................................................................................................. from £30.00
Sweatshirt.............................................................................................from £15.00
Polo Shirt............................................................................................. from £24.00
‘T’-Shirt ................................................................................................from £18.00
Lapel Badge - Silver coloured, 12.5 mm dia................................................... £2.00
Badge - Oval...................................................................................................£4.00
Badge - Circular............................................................................................. £3.00
Vinyl Circular Self Adhesive Logo Sticker................................... (5 for £2.00) £0.50
Vinyl Circular Self Cling Logo Sticker......................................... (5 for £2.00) £0.50
Highway Code................................................................................................ £2.50
How To Be a Better Rider (the IAM book)......................................................£10.50
Roadcraft Book.............................................................................................£10.50
Refill Gas Bottle for Puncture Repair Kit.........................................................£1.00
Ear Plugs, 4 in plastic case.............................................................................£0.60
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